
CHAPTER I 

iNTaoooc'l'ION 

'I'he ·tiny Himalayan kingdom of B,huta.n, nestled among· 

the mountains of the Eastern Himalayas, had remained an 

enigma to the rest of the world for a long time. Bordered 

on the north by the 'l'.ibet regions of China, on the east by 

ArUnachal Praaesh, on the sou.th by the plains of Bengal and 

Assam, on the west by the Chwnbi Valley and the Indian state 

of Sikldm, Bhutan has been aptly described as a 'mini y~ 

between two rocks •, hereby implying Bhutan •s two powerful 

neighbours, Chinese Tibet and India. Though· at times in • 

the course of history her independence had been gravely 

threatened, she had succeeded in resisting the Chinese and 
. - -· ' 

the ·ribeta.ns, while the British did not consider it profit-

able to occupy the country. 

:. 



As in the case of other Himalayan countries including 

Nepal and Tibet, a deep sense of preservat.ion of her 

identity made Bhutan keep her doors shut to the entry of 

foreigners, particularly Europeans. ~en in later times, 

after treaties of free and frequent commercial intercourse 

with India was signed, the Bhutanese were adamant in refus

ing the entry of wropean traders into their coun~ry. 

Naturally, therefore, her contacts with the world at large 

beyond her immediate neighbours were limited. Yet, within 

the Himalayan regions, and with her immediate neighbours, 
cL 

Bhutan maintained;..fairly regular inter-relationship. 

partiCUlarly in trade and in religiOus matters. Bu"t? as far 

as her internal political situation was concerned, Bhutan 

exercised her own discretion. In this, however, she was 

aided by the British, who maintained by and large a policy 
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of non-interference in her internal disputes. The Bhutanese 

authorities had in a few instances, solicited the help of 

the British in finding a solution to their ·problems but had 

found their appeals being politely but firmly repudiated. 

Be that as it may, Bhutan did manage to remain indepen

dent and free. But, it has also been borne out that Bhutan 

was not entirely a closed country, guarded though her 

relations were with foreigners. In fact· the train of events 

from the mid-eighteenth century to the early twentieth, 

which is the main focus of this dissertation, throw light 
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on Bhutan •s c:ommerc:i&l. relations with aritish India. ·l'he 

narration ends in 1go7, with the eme.rgenae · Qf a new era for 

Bhutan - the era of herecU.tary monarchical rule. How far 

this political changeOII'er was interwoven with her economic 

and social life is a problem which can only be satisfactorily 

analysed after a thorough investigatioo has been mado'into 

a number· of related issuee including lndo-Shutanese rela- _ 

tiona, commercial as well as political, for a period spann

ing nearly about one and a half centuries. 

Bhutan a Ltand and People 

Bhutan has often been described by travellers visiting 

the country as being ale of the most picturseque spots on 

the earth. The main characteristics of Shutan are its rugged 

and lofty mountains with numeJ:"oua rivers flowing thJ:'ough _ 
o\.1 -- .. ~·" . 

the mountainAs terrain. An idea. can be formed of the scenic 

beauty of Bhutan by a description given by Captain Turner 

who visited Bhutan in 1783 -

"The prospect between abrupt and 1 ofty prominfi)nces is 

inconceivably grand, hills clothed to their very summits 

with trees, dark and deep glens, and the high tops of_ 

mountains lost in the clouds, constitute altogether a scene 

of extraordinary magnifence and sublimity111 • 
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For the most part Bhutan •s northern frontier followed 
c. 

the crest of the jJreat Himalayas. F.M.Bailey in th:t course 

of his journey through Bhutan and southern ·ribet mads 

mention of a series of 'subsidiary • -ranges which ran south 

from the main range. He further wrote that in ''each of the 

main valleys between these ranges is one· of the large dzongs 

or castles from which the country is g~erned"2 • ·.Amongst 

the major Bhutanese dzoogs mention may be made of the -

f ol.l owing (1) PUnakha dzong, (ii) 'l'uhiahhodzong, (iii) 

Parodzong., (iv) Wangdiphodrang-dzong, (v) Simtokadzong, 

(vi) 'l'ongsadzong, (vii) Tashigang dzong, (viii) liadzong. 

·.rhese sl!ggq_s_ have lost some of their historic role as 

feudal strongholds _since the consOlidation of Bhutan under 

the monarchy in 1907. But· still they function as combined 

administrative centres and monasteries. They are the focal 

points of the soc:i&l.J religious, economic and political life 

of the surrounding country3 • 

In accordance with the physiographic setting and also 

according to considerations of relief, drainage, climatic 

conditions and natural veget-ation, Bhutan can be divi_ded 

into three broad basic gaographic zones. 'l'he Himalayan foot 

hills which ~- often described as the I..ower Himalayas, north 

of the_ Ll..\~_plains _constitute the first zone. 'l'his area 

adjoins the basin of· the mighty river Brahmaputra. 'l'he 

second zone lies ,t;o the north of the first and is often 

described as the Inner Himal. ayas or the Higher Himalayas. 



It is the central or middle region of Bhutan which lies 

.between the foot hills to the south and the small, narrow 

Great Himalaya zone of high peaks to the north. The latter 

is the third high mountainous zone which borders Tibet and 
Gt 

comprises the snow-clad ;reat Himalaya range4 • 'rhe M!rung-

r,a separates Bhutan from the Chumbi valley of Tibet. From 

the Kulakangri group of high peaks the 'traditional border 

cuts across the Lhobrak drainage basin', which is in the 

Tibetan district bordering on. the north of Bhutan, and runs 

north to the high peak of the Kharchu. 
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Numerous rivers together with their tributaries flow 

through the mountainous territory of Bhutan. Almost all the 

rivers flow· from the Great Himalaycujl range which is the 

northern moat high mountainous third zone and traverse ¢!own 

south into the plains, and eventually they drain into the 

Brahmaputra. 'l'his first zone therefore is an area which has 

the most cultivated land in the entire state, and the. main 

crop is rice which grow in the plains as well as·at heights. 

upto 4000 feet5 • Aa far the secqnd zone is concerne.d which 

is also described as the Inner Himalayas or the Higher 

Himalayas, it may be said to constitute the central belt 

through which the rivers pass in narrow files prodUcing 

innumerable cataracts. ·l'he principal rivers of this region 

are the M"inas, 'l'Chinchu, Amochu, .Kuruchu, Dharl.a, Wongchu, 

and Nochu. ·rhe swift fleMing Manas and its tributaries 
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drain eastern Bhutan. The valley o.f the Manas contains a 

wild life sanctuary a~d is on the tourist map of India. 

Another important river, the Arnochu cuts across in a south 

easterly direction and passes by the market town of 

Phuntsholing on the IndO-Bhutan border. In the plains it 

is known as the ·.rorsa. '.L'he waters of Ha, paro and 'l'himbuchu 

uDite as the WO.Qg ahu and reach .Ln<iia as the Raidak. The 

Mochu or the ~kos runs for more than two huncked mUes 

within .ahutan and passes by i>Unakha and Wangdiphodrang6• 

Important trada routes run al Ollg the Valleys of the 

principal streams. MOreover the valleys of these rivers 

also produce excellent CUltivable lands in central Bhutan • 

.Rice, buckwheat, barley etc. are the crops most commonly 

grown. Another remarkable characteristic of the central 

zone is that it contains the most valuable forests of the 

country •. Fir, sprue~. cypress, as well as hard wood such 

as oak and maple can be found in this region. Again timber 

is found in abundance at an higher altitude of about 13000 

to 14000 feet with birch predominating the heights belo.t 

the timber line. ·rhe third zone which comprise the Alpine 
G\ 

region of the 'reat Himalaya¢ range, has climatic conditions 

akin to the '!'Unclra, and the natural vegetation is Alpine. 

Cultivated land is restricted to a few isolated plots in 

the high mountain valleys. Just below the snow line betwesn 

14000 and 15000 feet grassy vegetation is provided by nature 

for yak grazing7 • 



·rhe geography of Bhutan is therefore rugged and not 

very conducive for easy living. '.:Chis difficult terrain haa 

therefore .tenaad to make the Bhutanese a hardy race -

capable of effort and industry in their struggle for · 

existence. .aren though this terrain has also contributed 

to a certain degree to Bhutan's inaccessibility, the river 

. valleys and mountain passes have also prwided important 

trade routes, which have been used by traders since time 

immemorial. 

Bhutan can by no means be said to be a densely popu

lated country. Even though there was no accurate census of 
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the population Of Bhutan prior to 1870, the various appro

ximate estimates put forward by different authorities, range 

from 300,000 to a figure of one million during the years 

1957-56. ln 1864, the population of the country was estima

ted at 20,000. ln view of the census of 1970 it may be 

said that the pAsent papUlation of Bhutan is 1. 31 million 

in an area .of 18,000 sq. miles, giving thereby a density 

6 of about 73 persons to a square mile • 

The pOpulation of Bhutan may be said to consist of 
four major cultural. groups, namely the Bhutanese, the Tibetans, 

. the Nepalese and the Indians. The Bhutanese of the Drukpa 

sect, are the most numerous, and it is they who are politi

cally dominant and have given Bhutan her peculiar cultur~ll 

identity. The Tibetan inhabitants Of Bhutan may be 
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classified into two groups - the earlier migrants who 

represent various sections of the MOngoloid people and the 

later Tibetan refugees, who have sought refuge and rehabili

tation in .Bhutan since 1959. rn the southern regions of 

Bhutan, and especially in the ·southern central region of 

Chirang, the original inhabitants of Nepal predominate. 

·.rhe people of .Lndian origin are said to be concentrated in 

the region beyond the Pele-~a. ~hey have been described 

as being not of ·ribetan origin and not speaking 'l'ibe'tan 

dialect either. '.L'hey were ·'allied to 'thO people of the 

Assam 'Ialley and to those living in the hills to the east 

beyond .Bhutan '• They were said to be of a different type 

from the other inhabitants, Of the country, smaller in 

stature, their complexion being darker with finer cut 

features} and their dress \<tSS also different. They were also 

sa.id to profess BUddhism, though they were not so Observant 

in its customs, and there were fewer monasteries and Lamas 

in this part of the country as compaJ:"ed to other regions9 • 

It may be presumed that these people were originally 

inhabitants from the neighbouring state of Cooch Behar. In· 

fact they were supposed to have been the rulers of Bhutan 

who were finally ua,urped by the first 9reat historical 

figure of· Bhutan, Ngwang Namgyal, who asswnsd the authority 

of Bhutan in the six'teenth century. 

Besides their racial divisions, the people of Bhutan 

can also be said to be divided by virtue of their 



professions. '.L'he lmperial Gazeteer of India has the follow

ing interesting account of the people a "·rhe population 

consists of three classes, the priests, the chiefs or 

Penlows, including· the governing class, ana the cultivators. 

'rhe people are industrious, devote themselves to agriculture, 

but from the geological structure of the country, regular 
10 husbandry is limited to comparitively few spots•• • 

As far as the distribution of population is c-oncerned, 

it may be said that the most densely populated areas are 

the Inner Himalayan valleys of the central region, which 

may also be said to be the most fertile area in the whole 

of Bhutan. 'l'he towns of ·paro, ·:rhimphu, Wangdiphodrang and 

Tongsa are inhabited by about 5000 to 10,000 people. 

·l'ashigang situated on the banks of the .Manas on the eastern 

side of Bhutan is also quite densely pOpulated. Besides, 

concentration· of population is also noticeable in the low 

lands where there are areas of productive soil, as for 

example the town of Phuntsholing which touches the plains 

of India has a populati-on of over 10,00011• Besiaas ferti

lity of the lan·d, climate also plays a part in determining 

the distribution of population. For example the Great 

Himalaya region in the north has a very sparse population 

because of extreme climatic conditions. Difficult terrain 

and inaccessible slopes also contributa to low density 

pop~lation areas, such as the Black ~tain and other 
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ranges in southern Bhutan where also incliment weather, 

steep slopes as well as poor soil make habitation physically 

12 impossible • 

The population of Bhutan therefore is essentially of 

a mixed type. However, in spite of their divergent origins 

the people of Bhutan have succeeded in carving out for them

selves definite national characteristics, which give them an 

identity of their own. 'l'heir habits of dress and food their 
,.J 

customs, religious practices, Pantomimic dances are their 
_) 

very own, quite different from those of their neighbours, 

and have contributed in giving them a feeling of together

ness, and of belonging to one particular country, and helping 

them in preserving their identity and fostering their 

national consciousness. 

A few words may be added here regarding the origin and 

early history of this country. Claude white had remarked 

that 1'the early history of this remarkable country is 

enveloped in great obscurity, for unfortunately owing to 

fire, earthquake, flood and internecine wars, its annals 

which had been carefully recorded were destroyednlJ. Leo 

e • .~:tose says that, lithe history of Bhutan as an integrated 

political system commences only in the first half of the 

seventeenth century with the establishment of the authority 

of Ngawang Namgyal., the first .:-iihabdJ:ung ( rharma :Ka.j a in 
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most non-Bhutanese sources). ·.rhe early history of the area 

i k t b t }Jl4 
now comprising Bhutan s mur y a es • Another well 

known aut}1ority of the early history of Bhutan, Michael Aris, 

sums up the situation thus & 'For a long time there was a 
15 

good deal of confusion surrounding the origins of this state ' • 

After a thorough investigation into a number of primary 

sources, Aria has tried to prove that it was only in the 

17th century that traditional theocracy in Bhutan was 

established after Ngawang Namgyal set himself up as the. 

first Dharma .H.aja, and laid the foundations of a unified 

and theocratic Bhutan • 

.c-lgawang Narngyal was supposedly born in 1594 in ·ribet 

in a family of hereditary prince abbots of the ~kpa school 
----~- --·:_,._ ~ 

of Buddhism, located at its main seat at Halung monastery in 

'l'ibet. ·rogether with his parents, Namgyal. himself wished to 

be recognised by the king of 'l'ibet as the rightful reincar

nation of the founder of the .~~.E.~- school, Tsangpa Gyare -.- ~----=--- --~-- ~ 

Yeshes Dorji {1161-1211). However, realities forced other-

wise, and Narngyal was not recognised as the reincarnation. 

This conflict, moreover threatened his position as the head 

of the rtalung monastery, and therefore, at the age of twenty 

three, in the year 1616, Namgyal set off on his fateful 

journey across the natural barrier of the Himalayas to take 

refuge in Bhutan. In Bhutan be defeated the reigning l(och - --- ~-- -. 

prince15 , and his political success enabled him to claim 
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the status of the reincarnated Lama, and acquire the title 

of the Shabdrung. The term ,Shabdrun9 he7Never, does not 

carry the meaning of Dharma ~aja or one who rules by rein

carnation. It is simply an honorific address for a noble 

man or a high civil officer. Be that as it may, the 

§il}ab_dr<J.ESJ~ had wanted his family rule to continue in Bhutan. 

Unfortunately, his only san was an invalid, and unable to 

rule by himself, whereupon prior to his death in 1651, the 
-t () 

-~~~~_9, .. appointed a "PJ;u:kdesi or a l):tb .Raj a ie superintend 

the administration of the kingdom17 • 'l'hus · originated the 

dual system of administration in Bhutan -- the offices of 

the Dab Raj a and the Lharma l{aj a, which continued upto the 

beginning of the twentieth century when it was finally 

abolished. 

It may be concluded that Ngawang Namgyl was indeed the 

first great historical figure of Bhutan, and that the 

system of dual administration was started under him. However, 

it will not be judicious to accept conclusively that the 

theocratic setup of government was primarily established by 

Namgyal and that there is no evidence of a definite state 

formation in Bhutan in the pre-§n~~n~ era
18

• In fact, 

concrete evidence of a king ruling in Bhutan has been found 

in an account given by an cllglish merchant traveller, ~ph 

Fitch, who had visited many regions adjacent to Bhutan, as 

early as in 1584-85. rn his own words .f'itch says, 'rhere 



is a country 4 daies j ournei from couche or 0-lichen before 
0.,. 

mentioned which is called oottpnter and the citie Bottia, 
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the king is called Derrnain•19 • ~his 'Dermain' may be inter-

preted as being the Dharma naja of Bhutan, thereby signify

ing that the institution of Dharma Raja predated the emer-

gence of the first ~babdrw:l~ Ngawang Namgyal. 

Aris and many other scholars have briefly dismissed 

the period before the first _,Phabd.t.~l~:~- as a period ot legen-
20 dary kings, religious Lamas or clan rule • But evidences 

go to indicate that Bhutan had a ruler in the form of a 

Dharma .Kaja even in the sixteenth century, and Ralph .F'itch •s 

allusion to this 'Darmai.n • does deserve a more serious 

considarc:ttion. A JJha.rma !{aja is the supreme ruler by 

reincarnation, who can rule till death, and the whole concept 

of rule by incarnation owes its origin to ·ribetan Buddhism. 

lt may be inferred that such an institution based on the 

rule of reincarnation and having_ its roots in the .Drikungpa 

sect of '.l'ibetan Buddhism may have been prevalent in Bhutan 

from the 12th century onwards, when this particular sect 

had gained paramountcy. 

Buddhism was first introduced into Bhutan by the Indian 

saint Padma Sambhava in the 9th century, and the Nyingmapa 

sect, which traces its origin to the Guru's teaching, 

gradually started spreading among the inhabitants of Bhutan. 



In the 11th century the Kagyudpa was propagated by a disciple 

of M3.rpa, who came to the .aumthang areas. In the next 

century, Lama Lhapa Sangye Rinchen alias zejipal, disciple 

of Jikten Goenpo, founder of the important ~ikung_ school, 

made attempts to gain a broad measure of control over western 

Bhutan. turing the 13th century there arrived the first 

Drukpa mission under Phaj o .orugam .;)hikpo, and the authority 

of the ?rll~.Ea~-- was established after several centuries through 

a protracted struggle against the wrikungpas, with the 

arrival of ... ~gawang Namgyal 
21 • 'l'he head Llamas of the 

Drikungpa school which was predominant before the ucukpas 

came on the scene, were succeeded by reincarnation. It will 

therefore be in perfect agreement with the known facta to 

assume that a system of rule by reincarnation was introduced 

in Bhutan during the -~!kul!_gpa rule prior to the political 

supremacy of the ~kpas. 

Nevertheless the system of dyarchy in Bhutan, was 

introduced during the rule of Ngawang Namgyal. The post 

of the D:!b .ct.aja was elective and of a fixed tenure. re had 

an effective hold over the secular administration of Bhutan, 

and performed his duties in his judicial, military, financial, 

and mercantile capacities. 'l'he important position which the 

.Lab Raja held, however, did not reduce the r:harma Raja to 

the position of a mere titular head of the Bhutanese dyarchy. 

His concern in things spiritual, as head of the priestly 

order, raised him in papular estimation. 

I 
'! 



...uring the 1 ate eighteenth century, it was reported 

that subordinate to the above mentioned two authorities of 
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qovernment, there wer·e two CQuncils. ·rhe council under the 

Dharma .r<.aja consisted of twelve Gylongs. These Gzlongs were 

ordained priests and were 'often possessed of wealth which 

they collected as charity and as fees of office and by 

trade •. These priestly councillors were not solely concerned 
u 

with religioyw or lit:erary persuits but at times exercised 

a-n 'eff icie:1t control over less spiritual objects '. rhe 

council of vJhich the .L.l3b aaja was the head consisted of six 

'Zimpes or councillors and was called Lenehan. rhe composition 

of the council showed that it consisted of lay and lamaist 

elemem:~ e The ~ and the Kalling Zirnpe'S were devoted to 

cne im:erescs of tht: .charma .r<.aj a while the .e::2. Zimpe was 

faithfully attached co the secular chief and was described 

as the 't.;rivate D=wan ' of the Deb P.aj a, looking after his 

crade and other concerns while the Donnax Zimpe was his 

'public t:ewan •2 2 • 

Besides, enormous powers were also \·liel ded by the 

provincial governors, or Ponlabs, 't~ho were six in number, 

and we.r:e in charge of the six main forts or the ~.onaa of 

the country namely .?aro, D3.ka, 'l'ongsa, ·raschichhodzong, 

~.liangdi-Phodrang and Puna kha. 

the !?aro P._~nlobs were the most powerful chiefs of the 

eastern ond wt:~stern division of !Jhuta.n respectively. ~'he 
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other Ponlobs were also endowed with ample power, and the 

policing of the country, the levying of taxes and the 

administration of· justice were committed to them. ·rhey 
~ 

kept the machinery of the dhutan 'dv'ernment in motion with 

the help of a host of subordinate officials like the 

"'Dzongpons, the Subahs and the "Zinkaffs
23

• l'he authority 

that these provincial governors exerted were really great, 

and the i:eb and the i:narma .Kaj a were powerless to act 

\vithout their acquiscence. ·rheir pOwer increased as time 

went by and the post 1865 era in 3hutan saw a constantly 

raging civil vJar amongst these councillors for the 

attainment of real authority, with too r.eb and Dharma Rajas 

being reduced to mere puppets. In fact Ugyen \'iangchuk, •.;ho 

emerged in 1907 as the first hereditary monarch of Bhutan, 

had himself originally been a Tongsa pqnl9b~ 

lt 'dOuld now be vlorthwhile to dwell a little upon the 

historical significance of the name Bhutan. Leo Rose, in 

his book •·rhe Politics of Bhutan 1
, has mentioned that the 

name 1 Bhutan 1 is Indian in origin and has come into general 

usage ih that country only recently. ~orne are of opinion 

tnat the mo.::iern name ·-::>f Bhutan, or 1Bootan 1
, as it was some 

times referred to in British documents, is perhaps a 

derivation from 1 Bhotanta 1
• 

1.dhot 1 is the Sanskrit name 

for ·ribet and 1rlhotana:ata' meant the end of the land of 

'l'ibet or. ·.:Jhot 24 • "~ ..:.~ h · ~ ~cor~ng to B utanese scholars like 

107 3 'l t} 

[ ~ JAN \97'2 
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Lopen Nado and Lopan Pemala, the name by which the. Bhutanese 

themselves referred to their country was Lhomon. '1'he 

dhutanese used this expression Lho.meaning 'the South' in 

various combinations such as Lho Yul, Lho Rang, etc. The 

term south has been used because it is the state which lies 

to the south of Lhasa, the centre of Tibet. The term Man 

has a religious connotation. It has been said that in 

ancient times in l'ibet, besides Buddhism, S·:Jme kings of the 

royal dynasty followed the principles of the~ religion, 

and were ... therefore, exiled beyond the border. Some of 

these 9onpas wandered beyond the frontiers and established 

themselves in the SOJthern region which was presumably 

Bhutan, and gradually started spreading the )?Qq practices, 

in which the sky and earth, and the various cosmic gods and 

goddesses, such as those of. fire, wind, sun, and moon were 

worshipped. aecause of this, it was felt by the followers 

of Buddhism in Tibet that these p·eople were deprived of the 

enlightment of the teaching of Lord Buddha, and not 

comprehending the principles of action and retribution, and 

of merit and sin, it was as if they resided in a pit of 

25 darkness or ~ • ·rherefore the term ,l'1Pn may be taken to 
e._ 

be a corruption of thw word !Jl,"Un and together with ~ho, or 

south, the etymology of the term Lho fun would appear 

understandable. For this reason, the oldest inhabitants 

of Bhutan are also referred to as the t-bnpas.: and the 

country as Mon Yul or Lho-Mon. 



It iS not e..o..sy tc date the 

.a.i'loption of e:--:i$ ·terJ:fl With preci~ion th<.JU.~h -~~ iS cl.eo.r 

(;.hO..t it v.ta.s C·::l~~-:.uinly O{?t ~23.rl.i.er than in the 13th century. 

tV; rnenti-::med before, it was in this century ·:.hat the p.r:-_tl)~~-
. - -- ,-

sch:)·.:Jl of 13uddhism, was introduced in Bhutan by Phaj o Y!"'..lgom 

Shikpo, though this red sect did not attain supremacy till 

th~ seventeenth century when Ngav;ang Namgyal '~¥ho happened 

to belong to the same sect, acquired paramountcy. lt is 

. :-n~:u:e likely that the term ~k YU). was used more frequently 

.from the seventeenth century om.rards though some schol 0'-."C$ 

-c~nd to think 1:.hat this no.me became common from the trd.r-

t1.:enth century i tsal f. 

3urvey of Research and the ~jective r:Jf the Pri~sent ~>tu:J.y 

Systematic research works on Bhutan are limited in 

number, even though scholars both in Lndia and abroad have 

conducted some studies on this country. Strangely enough 

it has been noticed that books bearing the title of .:;)outh 

Asia generally do no1:. contain even a mention of clhutan. 

lt is only natural to expect that a country like Bhutan, 

situated in .:;)outh Asia and one which has always succeeded 

in retaining her independence~ should be receiving a more 

critical appreciation in the ,~yes of the world. .3Ut 
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·international attention on Bhutan has been curiously lacking. 

rdch<.Lcd .:.. • ?c.rk has noted that '1 ..jcholarly \Wrk on Cllrrent 

South .~ian tne·rnes ••• rests upon oi der academic traditions· 

th~1t emphasized principally the philosophy, religion und 
. 26 

classical literature of these ancient civilizations'' • 

Hc">\·iever compared to other 3outh ~.sian countries, emphasis on 

Bhutan •s ancient philosOphy and religion have been relatively 

less. That contingencies of various sorts, and not the 

cliscipl inctry demands, often play a decisive role in the 

sel·?ction of research problems was emphasized by Lucian 

..-J. r;y·3. ·r-e said, ''Far. ~stern area studies have been strongly 

historical, concentrating on the impact of ancient rel it;,;iXl3, 

great traditions of civilization, and the development of 

formal schools of thought. African studies have been clo.s~r 

tc· the anthropological tradition, while south anci ;;;;outh 

Asian studies have emphasized political movements and 

n~,·t ional ism ana, when n·.:;;t c.:>ncentratlng ·,:,h the cvntemporc.;c·y 

sc:•.:ne, they have stressed the analysis of colonialism••27 • 

ae that as it may, inspite of the limited coverage 

being given to .ahutan, some useful studies have. been conduc-

ted on that country in recent years, and of these a number 

of them concentrate on Indo-Bhutanese relations, which in 

turn throw light :)il the attitude of Britain towards colonial 

India, thereby stressing the aspects of colonial ism, as 

referred to by Pye. Apart from Indo-Bhutanese relations 
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some other relevant studies hc3.ving a bearing on various 

soctal aspects Of 3hutar! ha,!e bt:~en publiohed _in recent yeOJ:$. 

It vrill serve no useful r)urpose to present a review of all. 

such works, but reference may be made to the follov:inc:- in· 

particular • 

. .Nagendra .:iingh 15 dhutan : A Kingdom in the Himalayas - a 

~tudy of the- Land, its PeOple and thei,r Government .(J.2.2,~J. .. 
•!:;::.;-.-- _;;. ,' 

' makes a good text book, providing a fairly comprehensive 

description of the political and economic dsvel opmerit of 

Bhutan_ CNer time. ·ro kn0Y1 about the geography a:nd environ

ment of the region, P. Karan's Bhutan - A Physical and 

Cul tur~l Ge~raph:t 1 -9;.~§.~~}.._ may be referred -to. Another 
. "'• . 

useful addition is, Bhutan a Levelopment Amid Environmental 

and Cultural Preservation :<.J:,.2])~·"1 written jointly by ?.Karan 

and Shigeri Jigma. ·ro knCM about the contemporary p·::Jl it:ical 

dyn3.mics, rhe Poli~ics. of Bhutan (1-977) by Leo.£. Rose is 

indispensible. As far as the culture and religion of Bhutan 

is concerned a. Chakravorty 's 9!l tural History of Bhutan 

Vol.I and.II {1979) provides interesting information. rhe 

author •s ·Ph. 0 .. thesis entitled, •some Aspects of Religion 

and ...;u1ture of ahutan ', has been incorporated in the t\oJO 

·.volumes of this book. rhe first volume deals· with the 

tenets arid practices of the four La.rriaist sects of _ BudQhism 
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and their differences with each other, about Guru Stonpa, 

the great Buddhist precepter of the 5th century, and other 

aspects of ribetan 3Uddhism. The second volume too concerns 

itself mainly with the various Buddhist sects and rituals 

and ceremonies
0

.}Bhutan. Another book dealing also with the 
A. 

·ribetan traditions existing in Bhutan is Ancient Bhutan 

(1979) by Blanche c. C)lschak. · It contains, besides oral 

information, films, photographs, Bhutanese texts in archaic 

Tibetan language and exact maps with precise inscriptions 

in ribetan orthography. 

As far as the historical works on Bhutan are concerned 

it will be noticed that comparitively more number of research 

works have appeared in print. .tvlichael Arts in his book, 

Bhutan- ·rne Early H.i.story of a Hima.la:t:an Kingdom, (1980) 

deals in the main with the origin of the state of Bhutan, 

the r~lic;ious intrigues between various 3uddhist sects- of 

Tibet:J.n origin and a critical survey of some old extant 

Bhutanese texts having a bearing· on the early history of 

Bhutan. Ram Rahul has written a number of useful bo::>ks, 

inculuding rtolal Bhutan (1989). As the name suggests the 

book provides a synoptic political history of monarchical 

Bhutan. A. concise narration of Bhutan's history can also 

be found in .Jikrama Jit .rlasrat 's tiistory o£. Bhutan - ;:,and 

of the ?eaceful .Uragon (1974). 'i'he author was invited by 

the Royal Govarnmant of Bhutan in July 1974 to plan and 
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write a history· of that country. i'he book was subsequently 

published by the ;:;ducation wpartment of Bhutan. 'rhe work 

outlines the country's historical legends, introduction of 

cluddhism and the unification under Ngawang Namgyal 's dual 

form of government in 1651, and the history of its fifty four 

~b l:{aj as. An objective account of the establishment of 

hereditary monarchy by Ugyen ,IJangchuk in 1907 and changes 

brought aoou1;. oy his tnree successors in the nation 's 

constitution and social and economic spheres are also broadly 

out lined. Another book, said to be unique in several way is, 

The .Dragan Country, ~he General Hi.s~ory of Bhutan (1974), by 

N irmal a .Ll:ls. rt is a history of Bhutan written basically 

from original sources which were hitherto not available to 

foreign scholars. ·:rhis was possible mainly due to His 

r-ajesty Jigme Wangchuk who made the material available to 

the authvress. ·:rhe ·e irst part of the book dealing with the 

genera.L history o:t dhucan from tne origin of that country 

upto hc;r rt::lacion.s with po.st independsnt .Lu<..U.a, is rather 

inadequate .:~.nd sketchy. l'he ~~C?3g_s and .1'-.onasteries of 

ohutan occupy d large portion of this .book, and Las believes 

chat no history oi dhut;an can be written without a good 

knowld~e uf the history of t::.he two most important sectors 

in the cvuntry 's life-the Dz;c:m_q~ and the .!VlOnasteries, arounci 

which the life of tne country centres. 
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out coming to the specifics of Indo-Bhutanese relations, 

mention may first be made of British rtelations with.Bhutan 

(1974} by ~hantiswarup Gupta. ·rhe author wrote this volume 

for his doctoral dissertation from the Allahabad University 

· in 1946. Interestingly enough the author who served in the 

Indian Foreign Service tried several times to secure the 

official permission to publish the thesis, but it was only 

after his retirement in .L:ecember, 1971 that the permission 
.J 

was gr~nted. Gupta could give an account of .aritish 

relations ·.-~ith Bhutan only upto 1880 because under the rules 

in force at the time of his work, the records were made 

available only upto that date. rhe choice of the end date 

'nas thus made not on the basis of any acaaemic calculations 

but due to pragmacic considerations. based on institutional 

limitations. But in any case it is possible that Gupta is 

the first to undertake any comprehunsive and systematic stud.{ 

of Ir1J.0-3hutanese .cela-ci'..)Os during the 3rit.ish period of 

Indian .nist ory. 

,. India and Bhutan ·v (1974) by Kapileshwar wabh, is 

another valuable book en Indo- Bhutanese relations. I'he 

information available from this book is exhaustive, tog-ether 
e 

with a lucid and analytical narration. ·rhis study grrjM out 

of a doctoral dissertation and provides an. interesting 

account of Bhutan's first contacts with the ~st India 

Company in the last quarter of the eighteenth century,and 
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her confr0ntations 'llith the variotis British tnissi'Jns. L.abh 

brings the narration right up to the coronation of Jigme 

3inghe >vangchuk in 1974. fhe main emphasis of this book is 

essentially on the various British missions and their logical 

culminating point - the tr~aty of 1910. lt is on .the whole, 

a useful pioneering effort, and can be termed as a compre

hensive study. 

A subsequant study in the same vein is that by Al:"abind.a 

1)eb, :3hutan a:nd India,. a study .in Frontiar Political .r{el.ations 

(1772-1865), (1976). '.t'his is also a fairly comprehensive 

volume on the subject even though the emphasis throughout 

has been on the detailed narration of political events, 

intrigues and strategies leading upto the 'tUar ,~ar of 1854 

·-55. rhis book was presented as a Ph.!). dissertation at the 

University of North Bengal. 

f\Jl~ther study of th,; same typ<~ is that by Manoro.rna Kohli 

Indi,3. and :Jhuta.n ; <i studl in Interrelations 1772-1910. (1982). 

This ~ls:J origina.teci o::3 a doctoral dissertation in which the 

authc~ce~§; discuss.;~s in oota.il as to how "ldd partly by a 

desire to r:ectch a.Lmost tna inaccessibl~ region of the iliinaJ.aya 

combined with the objective of building up a secure north 

aast from:ier, Bnutan was discover~d as a 'Gateway' to 

Tibet". ~\18 also finds tha:c ''a cloaer e:xarnination of the 

Lnco-'Bhutanese relations, particularly from the .Last two 

; I 
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decades of the nineteenth century onwards would indicate that 

the geostrategic location of Bhutan did constitute a serious 

strain in the thinking of the British Indian leadership in 

the formulation of their policie·s tO\'Iards Bhutan and other 

Himalayan Kingdoms 11
• 

Another work concerning itself with Indo-Bhutanese 

relations is Britain and the Himala~an Kin~dom of Bhota~ 

(1984) by A.3.Majumdar. ·rhe author asserts that most of the 

work on Bhutan does not deal with earlier Indo-Bhutanese 

relations during the British regime. He says that it was 

only in the first quarter of the nineteenth century that the 

British became conscious of the realities of their eastern 

Himalayan frontier and hence the abject of this book was to 

analyse and deal with the relations of the British with one 

of the himalayan ltingdoms - Bhutan, during the eighteenth 

and the nineteenth centuries. l'he book ends in 1899. Yet 

another book dealing with the complexities of Indo-Bhutanese 

relations is Bhutan and the British (1987) by Peter Collister. 

Based mainly on the diaries, records and letters of the main 

participants of the various official missions sent to Bhutan, 

this book is not a history of that country but a narration 

of the two hundred years of association between Bhutan and~ 

the British. ·rhe author admits that this is a book about 

Bhutan as seen through British eyes. H3 has dealt at great 
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lengths on political relationships between India and Bhutan 

as these were generally either the cause or the out come of 

successive missions. rawards the end he has attempted to 

sum;r.arize the benefits accuring to both sides from this long 

relationship. lt is neither a history of Bhutan, as mention

ed. before nor an account of the countrys • complex and 

distinctive culture which is woven into the history and 

religion of that region. 

One ching however needs specially co be mentioned, 

partly as a justification for undertaking the present study. 

lt must have been noticed already that more than one 

researches have been undertaken emphasizing upon the 

political dimensions of 1ndo-3hutan relation~o .Studies on 

the commercial relations existing between the two countries 

are practically nonexistent. ·.rhe above mentioned books do 

contain passing references to the trade carried on between 

the two countries, but nothing substantial can be obtained. 

8ne particular book however, needs to be mentioned, which 

do provide some information on trade relations between the 

two countries. The book is ·.rrade through the Himalayas _ 

the earl:_y J_ritish attempts to Jpen ·ribet (1951) by Carrunan 

Schuyler.~ 

~ 
Originally the work was unde.rtaken as the writer's 

Ph. 0. thesis at John Hopkins University, but it has since 
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. 
been extensively revised in the light of further research. 

lt starts with a historical background of ·ribet upto 1774, 

and reflects the commercial minded diplomacy of the eighteenth 

century d1glish Company members. ~en more important from 

the point of view of diplomatic history, these events form 

the background for the later, better known British efforts 

to open ·ribet in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Though providing some information on 3hutan, the 

emphasis is on Tib~t and the book ends with the complete 

closure of ·ribet to the British in 1793, follo.ving the Sino 

-Nepalese war. ·rhere is thus a complete lack of information 

on lndo-Bhutanese economic relations especially during the 

post 1865 era. There is thus a gap in our knowledge and the 

present work aims at reducing this gap as much as possible. 

Though Bhutan did have contacts with the outer world 

contacts which included commercial exchange and religious 

propagation - it was nevertheless with the advent of the 

British on the scene that relations between India and Bhutan 

became much more definite and systematic. 'rhe East India 

Company, as is well known, came to India along with other 

&lropean trading and commercial companies, as a mercantile 

body and their main interests were admittedly in the field 

of trade and commerce. BUt with the acquisition of 

political authority in Bengal they were secure enough to 

further their trading and commercial interests, and wished 
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to ext.e:1d these interests to Sikkim and Bhutan and indeed 

as far north as Tibeto In an effort to do so they felt 

obliged to strengthen their northern frontiers and to con

solidate their position all along the line. ·rhus a position 

was soon reached when cornrrit:rcial. and political interests 

became coterminus28 • 

rnese interasts sl Ot.·Jly and inevitably brought India 

into closer conl;act with tihutan. rhe complex course of 

relationship between the t·wo countries during the eighteenth 

and the nineteenth centuries has not·yet received a complete 

and adequate coverage. Material however, are not lacking 

but it cannot be claimed that all information have been 

collected and subjected already to a searching and inter-

pretative study. rhe present work does not claim to have 

done that either. I-ere only an attempt has been made to 

review the commercial aspect of the Indo-Bhutanese relations, 

by a reconstruction and reinterpretation of the data already 

available. However, political and commercial relations 

being so closely interrelateti, it is difficult to concan-

trate entirely on one aspect while completely ignoring the 

other. Therefore, though commercial relation between the 

two countries is the main proolem to be studied, the 

political intricacies have also been dealt with to some 

extent, whenever necessary. 
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It is said that by trade a country flourishes~ and the 

dhutanese must have accepted this theory very seriously 

since nearly the whole of the population of Bhutan were 

engaged in commercial activities to a greater or lesser 

degree. 'rhe commercial minded diplomacy of the British led 

them to exploit this serious profession of the Bhutanese to 

suit their own ends, and through Bhutan, gain access to the 

more lucrative markets of ·ribet and China. How this 

relationship of confrontation, between a great and perhaps 

the st.congest colonial power of its time, on the .:>ne hand1 

and one of the smallest countries of the world on the other, 

came to influence the entire eastern Himalayan region and 

to frame ciritish policy in these parts, deserve some 

attention. 

lt is admitted that there is a certain amount of 

arbitrariness in the choice of dates.. .But it is unavoidable 

at the present state of our knowledge. men then a few 

explanatory words are definitely called for. As far as the 

beginning of the study at 1774 is concerned, it may be said 

that the first conscious and systematic effort at regulari

sing trade relations with Bhutan by the British East India 

Company was made in that year. The trade flourished through 

many vicissitudes, and in 1907, Bhutan emerged into a 

hereditary monarchy for the first time in history. in the 

emergence of which the aritish India government, also · 
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contributed its mite. How far the British participation 

even though indirect, was owing to economic and commercial 

factors, and also, to what extent Bhutan's ~Jn changing 

commercial fortune dictated a change in the form of govern

ment are proposed to be examined. Whether such conjectures 

are meaningful in the present conte~t can only be judged 

after the material has been collected carefully and 

presented faithfully in line with the sequence of events. 

~ources of Data 

The sources of data for the purpose of this dissertation 

may broadly be classifiGd into three categories. In the 

first category may be placed the printed reports of the 

various British missions which visited Bhutan. The reports 

of George Bogle (1774) and '.L'homas i"anning (1811-12) on 

Bhutan were edited by Clement 11:irkham and first publ'ished 

in 1876 in the form of a book entitled Narratives of the 

.t'dssion of Georae .B~le to ~ibet and of the Journey .of 'l'hornas 

M'3.nning to t..hasa (1875). · rhe report of 3amuel ·rurner who 

visited Bhutan in 1783 was published much earlier in 1800 

in the form of a bo::>k entitled .'\n Account of an clnbassy t,o, 

the couil,t of. l'eshoo _.Lama in I'ibet co.qtainins. a narrative of 

a journey throuoh uhutan and part of Tibet (1800). Later 

the reports of Babu Kishen tcant Bose (1815 ':J Pemberton 
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(1837-38), Griffiths (1837-38) and Ashley Eden (1864-65) 

were compiled together under the title Political Missions 

to Bootan edited by H.K.Kuloy (first published in 1855). 

Among other books, which by virtue of their providing first 

hand information, may be regarded as primary source material I 

mention may be made of Bhutan and the story of~~ar War 

by David Rennie (first published in 1855, reprinted in 1970). 

Rennie was the surgeon and medical in-charge of the BOth 

regiment, that was sent to Bhutan during the war of 1855, 

and gives d detailed account of the military strategies of 

the war dar. It also does mention occasionally the 

traders both of India and of Bhutan, and t.heir trading 

activities as well. ·:rhe next book which was again an account 

of dhutan by the author, vJho was physically present in the 

country and noted dovm his experiences and observations was 

SikY.im and Bhutan - t_went:t, one :t,ears on the North ~ 

Frontier (1887-1908) by Claude J.White (first published 

1909, reprinted 1971) ;'ihi te was the first Political Officer 

to Sikkim and had been sent to Bhutan to present the insig

nia of knighthood of Ugyen :t/angchuk 1 the then I'ongsa Ponlob 

of Bhutan. rhis boJk is more of a travelogue and again 

provides first hand information about that country Lastly 

India and ribet - by Frances Younghusband (19 71) is again 
(,.\ ... 
CfJn account by Younghusband himself of the . .famous expedition 

led by him to ribet in 1903 I and there are important 

references to Bhutan as vJell. 
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f,!Urnw"t'-'j 
This .Ls as far as t r.e publ is hedAs ource material are 

con cern~ d. rh~ authors of these books had themselves been 

present in .3hutan, and hence the information provided in 

":..tlese books ar~ not based on any secondary s ource material. 

(;oming to the secon-d category of data, references have 

exhaustively been drawn from the secondary source material, 

that is the various books and journals avail able. lt may 

be noted here 1:hat not only books on Bhutan, but also on 

'l'ibet, Nepc..l, .Sikkim and the North ~tsrn frontier of India, 

have also been referred to. Besides Parliamentary Reports 

and the Correspondence between Fort 'r'lilliam and India House,· 

have also received due attention. lt may be worth while 

to mention here that the bulk of this work of collecting 

secondary source material has been done at the 1 ibrary of 

the University of North Bengal, and the National Library, 

Calcutta. 

A.s far as the third category is concerned, archival 

data has been used extensively. It may be mentioned hOW'ever, 

that archi"-7 al data has been mostly used only for the latter 

part of the dissertation that is from 1865 to 1907.. ·rhe 

."l'ational .;rchives in New .t:)":~lhi ·has been the main centre, 

tfltough some mat-erial have also been collected from the ·.~est 

Bengal State Archives in Calcutta. N:, the National At-chives, 

the whole of the Foreign, external Index, has been more of 

less thoroughly investigated. Besides, the various reports 
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on the external trade of Bengal with ~'Jepal 1 Tibet, Sikldm1 

and Bhutan from 1878-79 to 1905-07 1 have also been examined. 

These volumes provide valuable information regarding the 

quality and volume of the goods imported and exported to 

and from Bhutan and India·. Lastly occasional data from 

gazetteers and newspapers have also been collected to some 

extent. 

A word or two might also be mentioned as far as the 

Bhutanese records are concerned. ln the first place, 

original Bhutanese records are not very easily available. 

It is known that the fire at the Punakha 0zong in 1832 and 

the great earthquake of 1897 destroyed practically all the 

historical records that were probably there. Apart from 

these the difficulties of obtaining official access to 

Bhutanese data are also practically insurmountable. However I 

in the British records itself, there are occasional transla

tions of letters and documents written by the Bhutanese 

themselves which provide their point of view. However, it 

has to be admitted that the main dependence have been on 

the British records, mainly due to their availability. 

Nevertheless, in spite of this dependence, an impartial 

opinion has been endeavoured to be given, as far as possible. 

It can.1ot be claimed that any historical writing will be 

completely freed of bias. But to have a distorted lop sided 

view is what destroys the essence of narration. rhus, here 
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even though the bulk of the material are derived from British 

sources, the Bhutanese view point· has not been overlooked 

altogether. 

lt has been decided that the pr.esent work undertaken 

would progress along the lines of the much tried and tested 

method of· chronologi-cal narration.· Hence the various 

incidents in the history of- commerciat contacts between 

India and Bhutan have been enumerated. and carefully examined 

as far as possible. This whole period from .1774-1907 has -

been further- subdivided into smaller periods of time on the 

basis of fluctuations in trade and the vicissitudes in the 

trade relations between India and dhutan. 

Though the work in the main starts from 1774, it has 

been thought necessary to provide. a brief background of the 

commercial contacts existing between-the Himalayan regions 

and other countries, before this date. 'l'hough it is true 

-chat with the advent of the British on the scene, Indo 

-Bhutanese relations cook on a more meaningful and systema-
. . 

tic form, it must be remembered that trade relations had 

existed centuries before the a<iv.ent of the British on the 

Indian ·soil. However, credit.·goes. to the British for-
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serve their own commercial interests. Chapter II therefore, 

besides providing the backdrop of pre~British contacts of 
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the Himalayan kingdoms, also attempts to elucidate how certain 

events combined to facilitate British contact-s with 'l'ibet 

and Bhutan, and culminate in the sending of a first ever 

commercial mission to those countries. 

I'he third chapter has been entitled as the 'High ride 

of Commercial Intercourse 1774-38 '• 'I'he first commercial 

missions achieved a fair amount of success and certain other 

events combined to prove that this was indeed a period when 

lndo-.dhutanese relations reached an all time high. 

However, the ebb of this tide started soon after 1788, 

and thus began an •.::ra of uncertain prospects' as Chapter lV 

has been designated. Lack of statesmanship on part of the 

British, as well as certain misfortune which befell them, 

together vdth the lack of cooperation on the part of the 

Bhutanese made this period an uncertain one for the British, 

as far as commerce was concerned. It may be said of the 

British that attempts were made by them to improve matters 

by the deputation of various missions to Bhutan, during 

this period .. 

rhe differences could not in the end be amicably 

resolved. Repeated outrages and hostilities, which were 
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not at all conducive for trade finally saw the aritish 

government of .India on the war path. 'l'his broke out the 

war· ~a.r or 'the battle over land for tea and freedom for 

trade •, as the fifth chapter has been named. '.L'he Bhutanese 
. eflcl. 

were very much at the receiving in 
. A . 

of .;)inchula si~ned at the end._, put 

British hands. 

this war, and the treaty 

a lot of power into 

Nevertheless, peace was not in sight. Frequent viola

tions of the treaty of Sinchula, together with a constantly 

raging civil war in Bhutan, served to vitiate further the 

relations between the two countries. It was also at this 

time that the British were seeking to establish more closer 

commercial ties with Tibet, with Bhutanese help. Chapter 

six namely 'Centralisation in politics, for the sake of 

commerce•, serves to emphasise the British desire for a 

strong and centralis'ed Bhutan, that would help them to gain 

access to 'l'ibet and central .ASia, while at the same time 

strenQthen the .Indo-Bhutanese commerci.al.ties·as well. 

rn other words the. British wanted a strong man to be 

at the . helm of Bhutanese affairs and a.l so appeared not to 

favour the dyarchy. It seemed that their wish was fulfilled 

when the ·rongsa Ponlcb lJgyen. Wangchuk assumed the authority 

of that country. RelationfiJ with Tibet also seemed to improve 

with the sending of the Y'ounghusb.and Mission in 1903. Thus 
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it seemed that the commercial dream of the eighteenth century 

British statesman was at last about to be fulfilled. 

Obstacles and barriers were still prevalent as the seventh 
--

chapter 'Fulfilment of commercial diplOmacy', would show, 
. - ~ 

but nevertheless with the crowing of Ugyen Wangchuk in_ 1907 
A 

as -the first hereditary monarch of Bhutan, promises of a 

long lasting friendship with that country was in sight. 

\_ 

I 

I 
I. 
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